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SPECIAL OFFER

Try PhotoShelter
FREE for 30 days!
Build a stronger photo business with a
PhotoShelter website.
With PhotoShelter, you also get powerful features and resources to
market your photos, such as SEO and social sharing capabilities, in
addition to the most options for licensing photography, selling prints
online and pro-strength file delivery tools to please your clients.

Get Started
Learn more & join PhotoShelter today!
Or, visit photoshelter.com/signup and enter

PHOTOCONTESTS
Questions? Contact us anytime at
212-206-0808 or support@photoshelter.com.
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Your photography portfolio - elevated.
Welcome to Beam by PhotoShelter.
With Beam you get a cutting edge photography
website platform combined with PhotoShelter’s
industry-leading tools to help you get, do and
keep business.
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THE CHOICE OF WORKING PROFESSIONALS
CARRYING SOLUTIONS FOR CAMERA GEAR

PACK.
TRAVEL.
SHOOT.
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Part I

Introduction
Photo contests serve many different purposes for photographers. For beginners, they can offer
a simple way to judge yourself against others. For more advanced photographers, contests can
offer significant marketing exposure and prizes. But all contests aren’t necessarily worth your
while. Unscrupulous contest promoters can demand over-reaching rights grabs and require
high entry fees. Many contests are simply cash making scams that appeal to the ego of the
unwitting photographer. This guide is designed to help you separate the wheat from the chaff.
This is by no means a comprehension guide to all photo contests world-wide. Instead,
we've selected some of the more well known annual contests. Monthly contests like
you may see in publications such as Digital Photo Pro and Popular Photography, for
example, are not discussed. However, we hope this guide will give you a sense of what to
look for and how to judge for yourself whether you should enter any photo competition.

Have quality work to show
In a rush to meet contest deadlines, photographers often submit work that isn’t
representative of their best work. A single image in a series could torpedo your chances.
Calibrate your screen
Bad color balance can make a great photo look average. Calibrate your screens to
ensure that you’re seeing what the judges are seeing.

DOn't:
Shoot photos for contests

For some tips to do just that, we asked award-winning photographer and Nikon Ambassador Ami Vitale to share her tips for photographers looking to enter contests. Here
are her do's and don'ts:

Winning contests shouldn’t be your sole goal in photography. When you start

DO:

Take the judging too personally

shifting your style to match a contest, you run the risk of losing your voice, plus you’ll
perpetually be behind the aesthetic curve trying to match last year’s winners.

Judging an image is subjective, and judges come and go. Don’t get too wrapped
Ask yourself why you’re entering this contest

up in the opinion of a few judges.

Are you looking for fame and fortune? Or just some feedback? Would advancement
of your skills be better served by taking a photo critique class?

Be unethical
Make sure you read the contest rules. Photojournalism contest have strict rules

Read the terms and conditions (are you giving up your rights indefinitely?)

against staging scenes, while art photo contest have no such rules. Oh, and don’t

Some contests are designed to be rights grabs where the producers can then use

steal a photo to win.

your images without your consent and without remuneration. Reasonable terms
would allow use of your images for promotion of the contest only.

Over manipulate your images
Again, depending on the contest, you have to be mindful of how much retouching

Review past winners

and manipulation you are applying to an image. Many contest winners have been

It’s helpful to see trends or styles in a given contest. Don’t go into a contest blindly.

eliminated for removing “distracting” elements from a photo, or overtoning.

| The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests
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Part I

Manipulation & Ethics

Judging Resources

The world of photography is awash with issues of manipulation and ethics that is as old
as the art itself. A growing number of cases where winners have been disqualified has
led to stricter and more detailed guidance as to what is permissible for different contests.

Google+ Photography Competition
World Press Photo
NPPA Best of Photojournalism Judging
PPA Juror Charge
World Nomads Travel Photo Contest
SportsShooter Annual Judging

For example, the Wildlife Photographer of the Year contest states “The image should
be a faithful representation of the original scene,” and further provides some specific
adjustments that are allowed. Like many contests, they request original RAW files if the
entrant reaches the final round. Many contests allow manipulation that “could realistically be achieved in the darkroom” including: cropping, dust spot removal, brightness,
contrast and color balance adjustments. Adding and removing of elements, compositing, and HDR is often prohibited.
Photojournalism-related contests tend to have the strictest guidelines while other contests encourage digital manipulation—as is the case for many Professional Photographers of America competition winners. In any case, make sure to read the fine print before preparing your entries to ensure they meet both the technical and ethical standards.

Judging
Judging criteria and methodology varies widely between contests. Some contests provide judges with stringent guidelines while others are more of a free for all. And because
there can be a significant turnover in judges from year-to-year, the style and quality of
winner can vary tremendously.
Larger contests can have well over 100,000 images to review. Typically, there are multiple rounds of judging which means that in the initial rounds, your image might be
seen by a single judge for only a few seconds or less. Make sure that subtle detail isn’t
too subtle because it’s likely to be unseen.
An organization like the Artist’s Bill of Rights Campaign is also tasked with reviewing
photography competitions to make sure they adhere to ethical and moral standards, plus
all copyright laws. Check out more information on them here.

| The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests

In the upcoming pages, we’ve compiled a list of several major photo contests and awarded each a verdict. Our subjective analysis is based on four parameters:
Entry fee pricing
Prizes
Promised exposure
Feedback from past winners
From these, we’ve given each contest a grade from A-F, and sorted the results accordingly. Results with the same grade are listed alphabetically. Although we include several
contests tailored to enthusiasts, grades and verdicts are biased towards the professional
(i.e. rights-grabs can significantly affect a grade).
The direct feedback we received from past years' winners also sheds light on how an
award can help raise your confidence and motivate you as a photographer. Not only is
the recognition something you can use to your advantage for future marketing, but it
adds to your credibility as a skilled artist who stands apart from the pack.
And for additional tips to consider before entering photo contests, also check out this
resource from the American Society of Media Photographers (ASMP), Photography
Competitions: What to Consider Before Participating.
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Part II:

Major Photo Contests to Consider
(and Avoid)
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Part II

Nikon Small World Photomicrography Competition
The Nikon Small World Photomicrography Competition is regarded as the leading forum for showcasing life’s beauty and complexity as seen through the light microscope.
The competition is open to anyone with an interest in microscopy and photography.
Promised exposure

Grade

20 selected winners are featured in a Small World Museum
Tour throughout North America plus features in a published calendar and an online gallery.

A

What the winners say

Entry Fees

2011 2nd prize winner Dr. Donna Stolz says that after
she won, she received a lot of unsolicited emails requesting to use the image for various applications. "It was
great to hear how others enjoyed the images," she says.

n/a

Prizes
Monetary prizes can be used
toward the purchase of Nikon
Equipment:
1st prize:

$3,000

VErdict
This grade may come as a surprise, but Nikon's competition serves its purpose beautifully—giving photographers
in an extremely niche subject the chance to showcase their
images and receive recognition for their work. And the
hefty cash prizes don't hurt, either.

$2,000 for 2nd Prize
$1,000 for 3rd Prize
$800 for 4th Prize
$600 for 5th Prize
$400 for 6th Prize
$250 7th–10th Prizes
$100 11th–20th Prizes

| The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests
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Part II

Red Bull Illume Image Quest
The Red Bull Illume Image Quest is the world’s premier international photography competition dedicated to the world of action and adventure sports. Its purpose is to
showcase the most exciting and creative action sports photography. The competition typically receives tens of thousands of entries each year.
Promised exposure

Grade

Winners are featured in an exhibition and awards ceremony in Hong Kong.

A

What the winners say

Entry Fees

none
Prizes
Leica S, broncolor Move
Outdoor kit, and Sun-Sniper Gear

Photographer Scott Serfas was a top 10 finalist in the Illumination category in
2013 for this image. When asked whether he would enter the Red Bull Ilume
contest again, he says “100% yes. I love the format and I think it really helps
shed some light on what it is we do and how hard it really is to produce these
images year in year out.” As a winner just this year, Scott says it’s too early to
tell whether winning will actually translate into more work, but that “it's a great
way for everyone involved to stay inspired and create new images and also to
learn new techniques.”

Photo by: Jody MacDonald

Jeroen Nieuwhuis, a freelance photographer based in the Netherlands, was a
finalist in the Close Up category. He agrees with Scott, saying,“I’ll definitely
enter the Red Bull Illume again. The level of photography is extremely high
and being amongst the top adventure sports photographers is a huge honor.”
PhotoShelter photographer Jody MacDonald was also a finalist in illumination
category this year (see photo on the right).

VErdict
Red Bull is a marketing juggernaut and their sponsorship includes everything
from a pro soccer team to the world record in sky diving. Although Red Bull
doesn’t produce the contest in conjunction with any publications, entrants have
already garnered exposure through sites like The Atlantic because of Red Bull’s
PR machine. Contest sponsors, Leica, broncolor and Sun-Sniper are proof of the
contest’s legitimacy, and provide an incredible set of gear for the prize winner.
| The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests
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Part II

Sony World Photography Awards
The Sony World Photography Awards is recognized as the leading photographic awards program in the world. Students, amateur enthusiasts and established professional
photographers are encouraged to apply and submit their work to Professional, Open, Student or Youth categories.
Promised exposure

Grade

A

Winning images are exhibited at the Somerset House in London, published
in the winners book, and featured in an online gallery. Winners also have the
opportunity to be represented by the World Photography Collection.

Entry Fees

What the winners say

n/a

Prizes
The winner receives title of “Sony
World Photography Awards Photographer of The Year”

$25,000
plus: membership in the World
Photography Academy, digital SLR
camera equipment from Sony and
coverage to attend the Sony World
Photography Awards. Winners of
each individual category receive
coverage to attend the Sony World

Rob Hornstra was 2012's winner of the Arts & Culture category, and says that
he would definitely recommend photographers enter the Sony World Photography Awards. "Always submit your work to contests and apply for grants
if they offer a chance on significant exposure or significant resources," he says.
Rob received a lot of attention for The Sochi Project, which sells his books and
prints in collaboration with writer Arnold van Bruggen (they were recently
featured on CNN Photos).
On another note, Polish photographer Jacek Kusz—who was a finalist in the
Nature & Wildlife category—says that he received little boost in sales after the
winners were announced. "I was hopeful that after winning it would be easier
to publish my pictures. But it's not," he says.

VErdict

Photo by: Jacek Kusz

The World Photography Organisation is one of the top communities in the photography world, and winning its grand prize is a very notable accomplishment.
Winners are typically covered by media outlets like The Atlantic, Washington Post,
Telegraph UK, Mashable, and many more.

Photography Awards and digital
SLR camera equipment from Sony.

| The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests
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Part II

World Press Photo Contest
Now in its 55th year, the World Press Photo Contest aims to link professional photographers with the general public and is judged by worldwide leading experts in
photojournalism. Winning images are also assembled into an exhibition that travels to 45 countries over the course of a year, and published in their annual yearbook.
Promised exposure

Grade

A

All prize-winning photos are assembled into an exhibition that travels to 45
countries and published in a yearbook distributed worldwide.

Entry Fees

World Press Photo of the Year 2011 winner Samuel Aranda says: "Receiving
the award really helped me to find new clients and ways to do my next projects."

What the winners say

n/a

Prizes
Photo of the Year Award receives

€10,000
plus: A sponsored trip to the awards
ceremony in Amsterdam; 2nd and
3rd prize winners and honorable

Donald Weber, who won first prize in the Portraits category, says: "I am a believer
in the awards system, but I also think it can get overdone...there are an awful lot
of paid awards these days, which I don't necessarily denigrate, but I think you
have to be wise and careful about what you enter and why. Is this an important
milestone in your career or is this an important step for the life of the work?"

Photo by: Donald Weber

"What a World Press Photo award does is offer recognition from your peers,"
Donald adds. "I think we, as photographers, are an insecure species as a whole, an
award lightens our egos and tells us we're on our way somewhere."

mentions also receive an award

VErdict

and diploma.

We just can't deny the credibility of World Press Photo—they boast over two million visitors to the hundreds of venues where winners' images travel in their winning year, and you just might get published on the front page of The New York Times
(like 2011 winner Samuel Aranda). Like other contests, WPP is geared toward a
specific type of photographer—so don't expect to enter your hummingbird photo
and win the grand prize.

| The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests
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Part II

The Open
The Open welcomes all photographers, amatuer and professional, and strives to highlight some of the best photographers of our generation. The contest’s mission is to
“discover the undiscovered; rediscover the established; and bring the best photographers to the forefront.”
Promised exposure

Grade

Every entrant is encouraged to create his or her own Artist's Page, which includes a bio, contact info, and links to your website and social media. Visitors
to The Open's site click the entries to “like” their favorites, and the most liked
images are continually pushed to the forefront.

A
Entry Fees

What the winners say

Tiered pricing:

$16 to enter one image
$21 for two
$24 for three
$35 for five
$48 for ten

The Open's Photographer of the Year 2012 was Lorenz Holder, who specializes
in snowboard photography, and won $10,000. “My bookings haven’t increased
due to the fact that I've won,” says Lorenz. “Winning doesn't always mean that
your work is more sought out than before.” Would he enter the competition
again? “Sure,” he says. “If you don't take it too seriously and just do it for fun,
then you should definitely send in your work.”

Prizes

VErdict

$10,000

The Open has an interesting, very social aspect that encourages photographers to
share their Artist Pages and get more “likes” so they can move up in the ranking.
The Open also claims to have a database of 50,000+ creative industry professionals who use them to source new talent. On top of that, you can sell your photos
through their partnership with FotoMoto. It's a very robust contest, and the $10k
grand prize money isn't half bad either.

for Photographer of the Year

$3,000/each for 5 category
winners

Photo by: Lorenz Holder

| The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests
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Part II

Wildlife Photographer of the Year
Based in the UK, the Wildlife Photographer of the Year contest promotes the discovery and understanding of the natural world through photography. The contest showcases the very best in nature photography and is now entering its 50th year.
Promised exposure

Grade

A

Winners are included in the winner's exhibition in the Natural History Museum in London and are featured on the museum's website.

-

What the winners say

Entry Fees

£20 for up to 20 images

Owen Hearn, who took home an award, is a self-taught photographer who picked up a camera just three years ago. About the competition he
says, “Winning the Young Veolia Environment Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition has exceeded all of my expectations, and I would
encourage any young photographer to get involved in the competition.” Owen was grateful to “meet and talk to some of the best photographers
in the world” as a result of winning the contest.

Prizes

VErdict

£10,000

The competition is entering its 50th year, and is well-respected; particularly in the UK where it’s sponsored by the BBC and the National History
Museum. We like the fact that the photographer retains all his or her intellectual property rights and reproduction of the images is confined to “relation to the Competition and Exhibition”, but even greater exposure would make this contest more worthwhile.

plus: A round-trip airfare and

tickets to the Gala Awards, plus a
copy of the Portfolio book. Special
award winners earn slightly different prizes.

| The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests
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Part II

Aperture Portfolio Prize
The Aperture Portfolio Prize is a international photo competition which identifies trends in contemporary photography and highlights artists whose work deserves
greater recognition.
Promised Exposure

Grade

B

The first prize winner and five runner-ups are featured on the
website, winners are announced in the foundation's e-newsletter (~40,000 subscribers), and there's the opportunity to
sell prints through Aperture's limited-edition print program.

+

Entry Fees

What the Winners Say

$45
(must also be current, paid subscriber of Aperture magazine)

Prizes

$3,000

Andrew McConnell, who was a 2011 runner-up, says that
the competition helped expose his work to a much wider
audience, and generate interest in his prints. "The Aperture
website now hosts one of my limited edition prints which is
available to art buyers worldwide," says Andrew. He cautions
that photographers should realize that the Aperture Portfolio
Prize is granted to those with "innovative, original imagery."

plus: Has his or her work exhibited

Verdict

at the Aperture gallery in New York.

Aperture is a very credible and respected name in the photography industry, so winning first prize is a nice addition
to your resume. The contest is also picked up by sources
like Mediabistro, Resource Magazine, and the Jen Bekman
Gallery. The downside is that they essentially make you subscribe to the magazine if you haven't already. The magazine
is $75 for four issues.

| The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests
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Part II

PDN Photo Annual
The PDN Photo Annual awards the best in photography, featuring winning images in ten different categories ranging from editorial assignments, photojournalism, portraiture, advertising, photo books, student work and fine art. The competition is now in its 13th year and calls on renowned photographers and industry experts to judge.
Promised exposure

Grade

B

Winning images are published in PDN's Photo Annual issue (sent to 5,000+
creatives) and pdnonline.com's gallery archive, promising exposure to top industry professionals.

+

What the winners say

Entry Fees

$45 for a single entry
$55 per series
$25 per entry (student rate)
Prizes

$15,000

Jason Larkin won The Arnold Newman Prize, an award given to a PDN Photo
Annual winner whose work echoes Arnold Newman’s influential portraiture. He
received a four-month solo exhibition as a result. "Winning the award was a great
boost on keeping me focused on my own projects in between shooting my assignment work," he says. "PDN is a very respectable organization and the annual
is a very competitive arena to get your work show in. The submission is a lot of
money though, so I think it's a personal decision on entering or not."

VErdict
PDN Photo Annual is very well respected in the photography community, and
many photo buyers have told us that this is one of the photo contests that they
actually pay attention to. The judges who will likely see your work (editors in the
past have been from Newsweek, Sports Illustrator, The New York Times, for example)
might be worth the hefty $45-55 entry fee—though the prizes could be a bit more
generous for the submission cost.

| The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests
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Part II

Prix de la Photographie, Paris
The Prix de la Photographie, Paris (Px3) is regarded as Europe’s most prestigious photography competition. The contest promotes an appreciation of photography, discover
emerging talent, and introduces photographers from around the world to the artistic community of Paris.
Promised exposure

Grade

B

Winners get featured in the winner’s exhibition in Paris,
plus their work is published in the Px3 Annual Book.

+

What the winners say

Entry Fees

€30 for each photo entered
€50 for each series
Prizes

€3000

Japanese photographer Shin Yahiro was named Photographer of the Year in PX3’s 7th annual competition, and says
that he’s very glad that he was chosen. In terms of prizes
and benefits, Shin says, “I received prize money of €3,000,
was publicized internationally, received the spotlight at all
PX3 events, exhibited in Paris, and was published in the
Px3 Annual Book.”

VErdict
The well-regarded international competition has attracted
fantastic photographers like Howard Schatz, Dilip Bhatia
and John Keatley in a variety of categories. Like Communication Arts and PDN, this is more of an insider’s competition
that is less about prizes and more about knowing that art
directors and photo editors are frequenting the winner’s list.

| The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests

Photo by: Shin Yahiro
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Part II

Travel Photographer of the Year
The Travel Photographer of the Year (TPOTY) is one of the premier travel photography competitions, attracting both amatuer and professionals in the UK. The competition
awards a diversity of travel imagery, including a glimpse at various culture, cityscapes, landscapes, wildlife and more.
Promised exposure

Grade

B

Winners are included in a winners' exhibition at the Royal
Geographical Society in London.

+

What the winners say

Entry Fees

£10 for each portfolio category
Prizes
Each competition sponsor provides a different prize ranging from
£5000 from Cutty Sark to Plastic
Sandwich’s leather iPad case.

Documentary photographer Larry Louie leads a dual
career—when he’s not shooting, Dr. Louie works as an
optometrist. He says that the Travel Photographer of the
Year contest is “one of the best contests around. Besides
an exhibition at the Royal Geographical Society, there is
also extensive exposure to various magazines and television channels in the U.K. Along with this, the contest is
well known enough that news of the winner is also picked
up by various photography news websites and blogs.”

VErdict
TPOTY is the UK’s well-known equivalent of the National
Geographic competition. The prizes provide great exposure
for photographers despite the lack of a traditional print magazine or website publication. Plus, the reproduction rights for
the award winners are less onerous than other contests.

| The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests

Photo by: Larry Louie
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Part II

Communication Arts Photography Competition
The Communication Arts Photography Competition is one of the most prestigious competitions for creativity in photography. Judges include distinguished designers, art directors and photographers around the world. Photographers can submit their work to categories including advertising, books and multimedia.
Promised exposure

Grade

B

Winners are included in Communication Arts Photography Annual and on commarts.com.

Entry Fees

Michael Schnabel won the Advertising category and says that he views photo
contests as part of his marketing strategy. "My work gets promoted through the
contest, and potentially I reach an interesting audience I wouldn't otherwise,"
he says. "And if people already know me, then they are reassured of the quality
of my work."

What the winners say

$35 for singe entry
$70 for series
Prizes
Recognition only

Photo by: Michael Schnabel

Winner of the Unpublished category, Gerry Hanan, says: "There is always good
exposure in being able to talk about winning the award, but the target market
for [Communication Arts] magazine makes a huge difference when it comes to
potential exposure."
Adds Gerry, "the benefits included being able to win new business with an ad
agency I hadn’t worked with before, and a shift in mindset of some of my existing and potential clients. There are few things more validating than winning a
competition like this, and there is always value in validation. Maybe that win
keeps you going when business is tough and you feel like packing it in."

VErdict
Communication Arts is widely circulated among art directors, creative directors, designers, and other buyers in the commercial/advertising industry, so if your work
fits this genre then it may be a worthwhile investment. There's the chance that a
buyer will hire you for a job, but otherwise the payoff for winning is minimal.

| The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests

Photo by: Gerry Hanan
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Part II

International Photography Awards
In its 11th year, the International Photography Awards (IPA) is an annual competition for professional, non-professional and student photographers. Its goal is to award
achievements, discover new and emerging talent, and promote a general appreciation of photography.
Promised exposure

Grade

Winners attend the Lucie Awards in NYC, which honors the greatest achievements in photography each year. Of those, 45 images are selected for an exhibition leading up to the awards show. Winners are also published in the Annual
International Photography Awards Book and mentioned in a press release and
newsletter sent to 50,000+ IPA members.

B
Entry Fees

$35 for professionals’ singe image
$25 for non-professionals
$15 for students
Prizes

$10,000
for the International
Photographer of the Year

$5,000 Discovery of the Year
$5,000 for Deeper Perspective
Photographer of the Year

$2,500 for New! Moving Image
Photographer of the Year

What the winners say
Finalists across IPA's eight main categories in 2011 had mixed reviews. Marsel
van Oosten, Nature Pro winner, says: "I consider it to be the Oscars of photography". Conversely, Editorial Pro winner Jacopo Quaranta says that he didn't see
any direct benefit in the form of new assignments as a result of winning, but "the
exposure given by the contest is huge, which is really good because your pictures
are seen by a larger number of people and more people may discover you."
Quaranta also adds that the benefits of entering depend on your genre of photography. "I think IPA is more oriented toward fine art photography," he says. "If you
see the names of people who win every year, there are not many photojournalists."
That being said, Fine Art Pro winner Chad Holder warns: "We need to be careful not to enter the lame contests that are solely out to make money. Stick to
respectable ones, the ones your clients will notice and care about."

Photo by: Marsel van Oosten

VErdict
$10,000 is a pretty great incentive for entering the IPA, and winners' images
have been previously published on websites like BuzzFeed and EYEMAZING.
Plus, the exhibition and press release provide a chance to get a good number of
eyeballs on your work.

| The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests
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Part II

National Geographic Photo Contest
The National Geographic Photo Contest rallies amateur and professional photographers from all over the world to submit their work to three categories: people, place and
nature. In 2013, the contest received 22,000 entries from photographers in over 150 different countries.
Promised exposure

Grade

B

Winning images are printed in National Geographic
Magazine.

Entry Fees

Izabelle Nordfjell won the People category in 2011 and
says, "I got a lot of attention in the Swedish media and
even some internationally. It resulted in a boost for my
brand as a young, up-and-coming photojournalist."

What the winners say

$15 per entry
Prizes

$7,500

2011 Grand Prize winner Shikhei Goh simply says: "I
surely recommend others to enter the contest."

for the Grand Prize

VErdict

plus: A 3-day trip to Washington
D.C. for the National Geographic Photography Seminar
category winners receive:

$2,500

It’s many nature photographers’ dream to be published in
National Geographic, and the online gallery gets roughly
600,000 pageviews per month. Not to mention that publications like The Boston Globe, The Huffington Post, ABC
News and more publish the winners online. Note that the
contest does request a worldwide non-exclusive license to
your images, but only in connection to the competition:
“By entering the Contest, all entrants grant an irrevocable,
perpetual, worldwide non-exclusive license to Authorized
Parties, to reproduce, distribute, display and create derivative works of the entries (along with a name credit) in connection with the Contest and promotion of the Contest.”

| The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests
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Part II

I Shot It
I Shot It hosts ongoing contests and allows users to create an account, upload photos, and enter themed competitions including landscapes, wildlife, cats, dogs, and flowers. Each
category has its own specialist judge who picks the winner.
Promised exposure

Grade

B

Winner will be featured only on www.i-shot-it.com.

-

What the winners say

Entry Fees

£20 for up to 20 images
Prizes
Prizes vary based on the number
of entrants within each contest’s
3-month timeframe.

Kenneth Greene, who won first place in the Child Photo Competition No. 3
this year and a Mark of Excellence for the Free Photo Competition, says that
he was impressed with the quality of entries. In terms of benefits from the recognition, he says, “Winning was very affirming for me and that someone else
appreciated my work felt really good to me.”
Winner of the Child Photo Competition No. 2, Jeremy Weichel, also says that
he would recommend others enter the I Shot It competition, and that “Winning the children photo contest was a tremendous boost to my visibility in the
photographic community. The award money and prize camera were also very
welcome and appreciated.”

Photo by: Kenneth Greene

VErdict
Leica Chairman Andreas Kaufmann made a minority investment in this relatively new contest website, and some of the prizes, like Damon Winter’s $20,090
prize, seem completely legitimate. However, a single judge picks the winners,
and the rolling nature of the contests and lack of publicity suggest that this is
less a traditional contest, and more of an experiment in traffic building. Still,
time will tell if this is the new model in the age of “everyone is a photographer.”
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Part II

National Geographic Traveler Photo Contest
The National Geographic Traveler Photo Contest celebrated its 25th year in 2013, and received more than 15,000 entries showcasing landscapes, portraits, diverse cultures
and surprising moments all over the world.
Promised exposure

Grade

B

Winners are featured in the National Geographic Traveler
magazine and website.

-

What the winners say

Entry Fees

$15 per entry
Prizes
A 10-day Galápagos expedition

Nature and wildlife photographer Max Seigal, who was
the second place winner in the 2013 National Geographic
Traveler Photo Contest for this image (right), thinks that
the main benefit of winning has been the exposure. “As
photography becomes more and more competitive, it becomes very difficult to gain any exposure in the oversaturated market, so winning the contest was a great way to
increase my fan-base.”

VErdict
The contest allows you to browse through all the submissions, which is a great way to see what the competition
is up to. But we don’t like the rights-grab, and while the
10-day expedition has a retail value of close to $20,000,
we’d rather see some cash so the winner can pay his or her
taxes as well.
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Part II

Pictures of the Year International
Pictures of the Year International (POYi) is one of the oldest and most prestigious photojournalism programs in the world. POYi itself is a non-profit dedicated to promoting
documentary photographers and freelance photojournalists, and the competition celebrates great work from photojournalists worldwide.
Promised exposure

Grade

B

Winning images are displayed in Washington D.C.'s
Newseum for six months.

-

What the winners say
None of the winners we contacted replied with comments.

Entry Fees

$50 per entry

VErdict

Prizes
Photographer of the Year receives:

$1,000

plus: Nikon camera bodies, and
a Tiffany crystal trophy
2nd place recieves:
3rd place recieves:

$500

POYi is well respected in the photojournalism community, and winners are usually recognized on TIME’s Lightbox blog, The New York Times’ Lens blog, and others. But
this aging veteran contest has lost some cachet in recent
years, and unless you’re looking for a broader audience for
your documentary project, this probably isn’t the contest
for you. Also, in past years, the competition has faced a
degree of controversy. In 2012, Paolo Pellegrin won honors as Freelance Photographer of the Year, but offered
an inaccurate caption of his image. This raised questions
from some critics about the integrity of the competition.

$250
www.poyi.org
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Part II

WPPI Awards of Excellence 16x20 Print Competition
WPPI’s Awards of Excellence 16×20 Print Competition hosted by Wedding & Portrait Photographer International, allows photographers worldwide to submit their best
16×20 prints for a chance at WPPI’s top honors. Competition categories include wedding, photojournalism, portrait, commercial and composite imagery.
Promised exposure

Grade

B

Winners get recognition during the WPPI awards ceremony; inclusion in a press
release, and featured in an online gallery.

-

What the winners say

Entry Fees

$40 per entry for WPPI members
$60 per entry for non-WPPI
members

Prizes

$2,000
plus: a complimentary pass to
the annual WPPI Conference &
Expo, and complimentary entry
into the Awards of Excellence
Print Competition.

Houston-based wedding and portrait photographer Joe Cogliandro took home the
Grand Award in the Wedding Division in 2012. It was a goal of Joe's to win the
award since he first attended WPPI in 2007. "The process of culling, envisioning,
and creating work that my peers would feel is exceptional drove me down a different road of quality than that of my clients," says Joe. "It is easy to create work that
my clients will love, but to create work that the best of the best of my peers in this
industry worldwide would consider the best is a whole other process."
"The wonderful thing about WPPI’s print competition is that the judging is
done live," adds Joe. "This gives you a chance to actually hear what some of the
best photographers in the world have to say about people's work. It is like having 8-10 hours of live critique."

VErdict
WPPI’s Annual Conference + Expo is the premier industry event for photographers and image-makers specializing in wedding and portrait photography. If
you plan to be there (it’s in Las Vegas every year), then this is a worthwhile competition to see your work judged on-site. Remember that conferences like WPPI
largely target photographers themselves, not clients, so your work will likely be
seen by colleagues rather than prospective clients (still a great opportunity to have
your work peer reviewed). $2000 is a nice cash prize, but given the relatively high
entry fee and the niche exposure, we’d love to see a little bit more.
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Part II

Your Best Shot
Run by Digital Photo magazine, Your Best Shot is open to residents only in the U.S. Those interested , pros or enthusiasts can submit up to five of their “best shots.” These images should be in theme with the work seen in Digital Photo, including (but not limited to), portraits, landscapes and action photography.
Promised exposure

Grade

C

Winning photos are published in Digital Photo magazine, alongside the winner's gallery online at www.dpmag.com.

+

What the winners say
2012 grand prize winner Kristina Varaksina saw a jump in traffic to her website and Facebook page after winning Digital Photo's contest. As a recent winner,
other benefits of winning remain to be seen.

Entry Fees
n/a

Prizes

$1,000
for the Grand Prize

plus: Tamrac’s Evolution 9 photo
backpack, Gitzo tripod, PNY
flash memory card, strobist lighting kit from LumiQuest; 16x20
print of the winning photo.
The first place winner receives a
Tamrac camera bag; Manfrotto
tripod, PNY flash memory card,
bounce lighting kit from LumiQuest,

Central Florida-based photographer Michael Libbe was the First Place Winner in the 2012 contest, and says that he would definitely recommend other
photographers enter. "The confidence boost in having a winning image is tremendous. The feeling of knowing your work is recognized by photography professionals that don't know you personally is quite rewarding."

Photo by: Michael Libbe

VErdict
Digital Photo magazine has over 74,000 subscribers, so your work is likely to
be seen by a nicely sized audience. But note that they hold several contests
throughout the year, so it's not entirely special. Also beware the rights grab,
which is not too different from other photo contests (and ideally would help
garner awareness and interest in your work): "irrevocable, royalty-free, nonexclusive, worldwide perpetual license to use the entry and his/her name, city
and state of residence for credit purposes in sponsor's online galleries, without
further compensation, notification or permission".

16x20 print of winning photo.

Photo by: Michael Libbe
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The Sigma Delta Chi Awards
The Sigma Delta Chi Awards, hosted by The Society of Professional Journalists, recognizes the best in professional journalism in categories including print, radio, television,
newsletters, art/graphics, online and research. The contest is open to any U.S. media outlet.
Promised exposure

Grade

C

Winners are featured on the online gallery and Quill magazine by The Society
of Professional Journalists.

Entry Fees

Winner Laura Rauch holds the Sigma Delta Chi awards in high regards, saying that they are part of "old school" journalism. She also sees contests dedicated to journalism as a way to bring attention to a variety of issues. "I think
photojournalists often enter contests to gain notoriety for subjects they care
about and want others to understand," says Laura. "And that was certainly the
case for this image. The young soldier in this image lost both legs and an arm
in the service of his country [in Afghanistan]. I want Americans to be invested
in the people they ask to go war, to understand their sacrifices and, most importantly, to take care of them when they come home."

What the winners say

$60 for members of the Society
of Professional Journalists (SPJ)

$100 for non-members
Prizes
See promised exposure.

Photo by: Laura Rauch

When Oakland Tribune staff photographer Ray Chavez's photo won in the
Breaking News Photography category, he instantly received letters of congratulations from his friends and colleagues. He also received a bronze medal and plaque.
The Oakland Tribune paid for Ray to travel to Washington, D.C. to attend the
awards benefit. "Seeing my award-wining photo on the cover of the magazine
Quill is also a plus," says Ray. "The award looks great on my resume, and of course,
I got the satisfaction that my photo was historical in nature."

VErdict
The Sigma Delta Chi Awards have been around since 1932, so there is some
prestige to be considered. Still, $100 is a high price to pay for a contest that
covers everything from photography to reporting to radio. Prepare to get lost
in the crowd.
| The Photographer’s Guide to Photo Contests
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Part II

The Best of Photojournalism
The Best of Photojournalism (BOP) competitions are hosted by the National Press Photographers Association (NPPA). These annual competitions recognize the best in still
photojournalism, video photojournalism, photojournalism editing and multimedia photojournalism.
Promised exposure

Grade

Winning images are featured in NPPA's online gallery.

C

What the winners say

Entry Fees
n/a

Prizes
See promised exposure.

T.J. Kirkpatrick took home first place in the News Portrait
and Personality category for his image of Newt Gingrich
during the run for 2012 GOP nomination. Although he
says that he didn't receive any new client requests after
winning, "The award helped my promotional efforts, as
I was able to reach out to current clients and colleagues
with news of the award." T.J. also thought entering was
a good opportunity to comb through his work from the
past year, and self-reflect in an effort to push himself to
create even better work. "But it's important not to place
too much emphasis on winning," he cautions. "Imitating
awarded work doesn't advance photography or our understanding of the world, and creating work in order to win
contests is dishonest to the subjects of the photos."

Photo by: T.J. Kirkpatrick

VErdict
There are so many different categories in the NPPA's contest (160+ in the Still Photography division alone) that
it dilutes the distinction of receiving first place. Still, the
NPPA is a widely respected organization within the US
photojournalism market.
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Part II

Google Photography Prize
The Google Photography Prize is a photography contest that strives to showcase the best in student photography worldwide. In 2013, 20,000 students applied from over 146
countries. Categories included food, fashion, action, night and travel.
Promised exposure

Grade

C

Winners are featured in an exhibition at Saatchi Gallery, London, and displayed in
an online gallery on Google.

Entry Fees

Swedish student photographer Viktor Johansson's series of diver Christoffer
Eskilsson won last year's Grand Prize, which focus on "the long, lonely hours
of repetitive training and practice that it takes to excel in your field."

What the winners say

n/a, but you must be a student

Prizes
The Grand Prize winner receives
an exhibition at Saatchi Gallery
in London, and a photography
trip to the destination of his or
her choice with a professional
photography coach.

The top 10 finalists’ work is
shown at Saatchi Gallery for two
months.

As the Grand Prize winner, Viktor had the chance to spend one week with his
mentor, Martin Schoeller. "Being with such nice and professional photographer
made me realize that this is what I want to do,” says Viktor. “To get recognized, and
having people outside your inner circle comment on your work is great. I was very
motivated to continue and go out and create something new and better!"

Photo by: Viktor Johansson

Oslo University College student Kyrre Lien, who has since graduated, was a
also finalist in last year's competition, and encourages other students to enter.
"The greatest benefit was how much press the nomination got in Norway," says
Kyrre. "I was featured in a couple of newspapers here and, for a freelancer, that
is always a good thing when your name is out there."

VErdict
The top 100 entries win a Samsung Galaxy Nexus phone.

This competition is open to student photographers only, and seems to be largely
European focused, based on the judges panel. You must also have a profile on
Google+ to enter. Take note that by entering, you grant Google and it's thirdparty vendors "a non-exclusive, perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free license to
modify, rearrange, copy, reproduce and adapt the images only to fit the format
required for product web pages and marketing materials."
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Part II

MPA Wedding & Portrait Awards
The Master Photographers Associations’ annual Wedding and Portrait Awards celebrates the best in wedding and portrait photography across the UK and aims to introduce
the public to professional photographers in these fields.
Promised exposure

Grade

Winning images are published on the Master Photographers Associations’ website.

C

What the winners say

Entry Fees

£2 per image
(£1 of which is donated to the
PACE Centre in the UK to help
children with physical disabilities)

Scotland-based wedding and portrait photographer Nicholas Frost, who was
a 2012 finalist in the Wedding Day Celebration category, says, "Personally,
awards help motivate me. It is a stamp of approval by your peers that you are
doing something right and maintaining high standards in your work. Overall
as a photographer you can get engrossed and self absorbed in your own work—
being critiqued is perhaps the best way to improve."

VErdict
Prizes

£1,000
and a trophy

The entry free is small, and it's great that half of that goes to charity. You don't
have a lot to lose for such low cost and a chance to win £50-1,000 (though it's
unclear what your "shopping voucher" is good for), but then again, it's not a
huge prize at the end and potential exposure seems minimal.

5 finalists from two categories
(weddings and portraits) receive
a £50 shopping voucher and
certificate

Photo by: Nicholas Frost
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Part II

Smithsonian Photo Contest
The Smithsonian Photo Contest invites photographers to enter their work and compete for cash prizes. Categories include the American Experience, the Natural World,
People, Travel and Altered Images. 2013 is also the first year the competition will recognize great photography taken from mobile devices.
Promised exposure

Grade

C

Winning images are published on Smithsonian's website.

-

What the winners say
Radim Schreiber, who won first prize in the Nature category in the 8th annual contest, says that he considers the
win was a milestone in his photography career. "It motivates me to pursue photography further," he says.

Entry Fees

$0
Prizes

$5,000
5 category winners receive:

$500

VErdict

Readers’ Choice winner receives:

$500

Paul Durhman, a finalist in this year's Travel category,
says: "I have received the benefit of more exposure for my
work as well as a definite boost in confidence! Not only are
you viewing others' work—you're putting your work up
against it, which in turn helps you improve."
There's not a lot stopping you from entering Smithsonian's photo contest with a $0 entry fee, and the grand prize
is a nice chunk of cash, but beware of the usage rights
you're handing over: "By entering the contest, entrants
grant the Smithsonian Institution a royalty-free, worldwide, perpetual, non-exclusive license to display, distribute,
reproduce and create derivative works of the entries...The
Smithsonian Institution will not be required to pay any
additional consideration or seek any additional approval
in connection with such uses.”
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Astronomy Photographer of the Year
Hosted by the Royal Museums Greenwich in Greenwich, England, the Astronomy Photography of the Year competition awards great images of the sky and space. Now in
its 5th year, categories include Earth and Space, Our Solar System, Deep Space and Young Astronomy Photographer of the Year.
Promised exposure

Grade

D

Winners are featured in an exhibition at the Royal Observatory Greenwich in
the UK and published in the Astronomy Photographer of the Year book.

+

What the winners say

Entry Fees
n/a

Prizes
Overall winner receives:

£1,500

Category winner receives:

£500
Category runner-up receives:

£250
Highly commended entries

Rogelio Bernal Andreo of Deep Sky Colors was runner-up for the Astronomy
Photographer of the Year competition for his image of a supernova remnant.
Rogelio says that while he would enter again, "One needs to accept that the
winning images have a subjective component when they are selected, and that a
photo perfectly fit to be a winner in a contest may not ultimately be selected as
a winning image by the judges, for reasons that go beyond quantifiable data. If
you are okay with that fact, then by all means enter the contest and at the very
least, share your work with others through that venue."

Photo by: Rogelio Bernal Andreo

VErdict
You first have to join their Flickr group. Also note that the organizers, the Royal
Observatory Greenwich, gain the "non-exclusive, world-wide, royalty-free right
to use, reproduce, modify, adapt, and publish in perpetuity, each image entered
into the competition." This includes but is not limited to exhibition displays,
promotional press and marketing materials, and planetarium shows which feels
more like an opportunity for the museum to add to their image collection.

receive: £125
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International Emerging Artist Award
The International Emerging Artist Award (IEAA) is the United Arab Emirates’ first contemporary art competition open for artists both from the UAE and internationally.
The contest aims to provide worldwide recognition for emerging artists.
Promised exposure

Grade

First place gets a media feature in New York Times Style
Magazine and a profile feature on the International
Emerging Artist Award's website. Second and third place
winners get their work displayed at the prize presentation
in Dubai and the website's gallery.

D
Entry Fees

$45

What the winners say

Prizes
The first place winner is included
in the International Exhibition
Road Show in Dubai, Singapore,
Istanbul, and Marseille; an invitation to attend the prize presentation in Dubai; and an invitation to
participate as a jury member in
next year’s competition.

Julie de Waroquier won the Emergent Artist Award in
the 2011-2012 edition, and says that it gave her "the opportunity to travel very far (Dubai), to a country in which
the artistic world is very dynamic. I met many people that
are involved in this area whom I would have never met
alone. It was also the opportunity for a foreign and beautiful solo exhibit. Overall it gave me more confidence as well
as credibility as an artist."

VErdict
If your market is contemporary art galleries in Asia and
the Middle East, this might be a worthwhile competition
for you. Otherwise, the audience probably isn't going to
be one that helps promote your work. Also note that winners hand over exclusivity rights for the duration of the
road show.
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International Color Awards
In its 7th year, the International Color Awards hosted by the Photography Masters Cup is one of the leading international awards honoring color photography. The awards
showcase the best professional and amateur photographers during a red carpet annual event called the Photoshow.
Promised exposure

Grade

F

Winning images are published in The PHOTO Paper Magazine, showcased in the
online Winners Gallery, plus receive promised "international press and exposure."

Entry Fees

Daisy Gilardini, winner in the Nature category for the 5th annual awards, says:
"Entering a photo contest is a time consuming task. I enter only a few of the
most prestigious photo contest worldwide a year. The benefits are not immediate: I don't enter a contest for the prizes—I consider this engagement as part of
my marketing business plan. It's a great way to have your name out there and
build up a reputation."

What the winners say

$35 for professionals
$30 for amateur (determined by
whether your income is made as
a photographer)

Prizes
“Masters Cup Award” title

When asked if he would recommend other photographers to enter, Sucheta Das
(winner in the Sports category) says: "Yes, definitely. I would ask all professional
and young photographers to come forward and enter and show your talent to
the world."

Photo by: Daisy Gilardini

VErdict
You pay $30-some dollars, and get back zero. Beyond getting to put "Masters
Cup Award" in your bio and having your work seen by maybe a few prominent
judges, it doesn't appear that the exposure foots the bill. Not many are talking
about this contest (at least online), most buyers haven't heard of it, and while
the copyright remains with the photographer, the organization and "third-party newspapers and magazines" can use your image for "promotional purposes."
Photo by: Sucheta Das
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Part III

Conclusion
There are many photo contests out there—almost too many to choose from. So before
entering, you should make sure it’s the right one for your business and brand. Take time
to think through first why you want to enter your work and what you’d like to get out
of the experience. Are you looking for exposure? Some feedback? Do you have high
regards for those who have won in the past? Make sure you read through the contest’s
Terms and Conditions, FAQs, plus look at previous winners’ work to decide if it might
be a good fit. Remember that some photo contests are better than others (hopefully
our grades helped!). You’ll want to align yourself with the competitions that are wellregarded and respected in the industry.
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